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(Easy Piano Songbook). This souvenir songbook features beautiful full-color scenes from the smash

hit Disney animated feature along with 11 of the songs by songwriters Robert Lopez and Kristen

Anderson-Lopez arranged for easy piano. Songs include: Do You Want to Build a Snowman? *

Fixer Upper * For the First Time in Forever * For the First Time in Forever (Reprise) * Frozen Heart *

Heimr Arnadalr * In Summer * Let It Go * Love Is an Open Door * Reindeer(s) Are Better Than

People * Vuelie.
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This is not easy piano -- my daughter is on her 5th year of piano lessons - she is a very good player

at this point - would say definitely not a beginner at this point - can play more difficult pieces and she

is 9. This book is called easy piano which would make you think it's for beginners -- it isn't. It is for

someone who is well beyond my daughter's level that I described...

I now own 9 copies of this book. All the girls I know (elementary school through college) who have

seen the movie LOVE it. My piano students are very pleased to have the music so they can play the

songs. I chose this version so even the more advanced students can play the songs quickly. If they

want fuller sound, it's a good time to learn improvisation with chords.

Some of the pieces sounded great ("Do You Want To Build a Snowman?"). Some of the pieces



were in an odd key, though, and in a few places there were errors in the melody. Still, overall, a

genuine good product.

A bit above the ability of our 2nd-year piano student daughter (who actually practices), but she is

able to get through some of the songs as she is already familiar with them.

I played piano for years and even though it's been a while, I still was challenged by this book! It says

it's the easy version but I would venture to guess that it would be comfortable for someone who has

played for 2-3 years at least. It's definitely not suitable for beginners. That said, my kids enjoyed

reading the lyrics, and the songs are deifnitely true to the movie versions.

Not actually that easy. Written with big notes so that is helpful but easy is a relative term. Lots of

hand moving,many key signature changes. Each song is several pages long and covers several

octaves. So don't think beginneror little kid. more intermediate

This easy piano has all the main songs from Frozen in an easy to play format. I play this for my kids

to sing along and they want to learn to play the piano now. Each song right and left hand piano,

lyrics and the name of the relevant chord (but not guitar chords). There are some lovely stills from

the movie inside too. For this price, it's a must buy for any home with a Frozen fan and a piano.

This book has all of the great songs from the movie. As an advanced player, I have no problems

playing through it. But, I purchased it for my son, whom I am teaching piano. I wanted easy music

for him as he starts out, that he would be excited about. But, it is definitely not "easy." Rating it in the

middle because if I had purchased it for my own enjoyment, I would have rated it a 4 or 5, but

because my purpose for purchasing and the rating it was given, was for easy piano, I'm rating it

lower.
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